The Two Sons
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You can colour this picture.

From the Bible
Jesus said:
“What do you think about this? A man had two sons. He went to the first and
said, ‘Son, go and work today in the vineyard.’
“ ‘I will not,’ the son answered. But later he changed his mind and went.
“Then the father went to the other son. He said the same thing. The son
answered, ‘I will, sir.’ But he did not go.
“Which of the two sons did what his father wanted?”
“The first,” they answered.
Matthew chapter 21 verses 28-31 (New International Reader’s Version)

Ask the person who is looking after you today to let you watch this story on
the computer. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z9ZYhYaos7Y

To think about
Do you think the second son meant to do what his father asked him?
Can you think of a time when you’ve had to choose the right thing to do?
How does it feel when you do the right thing?

Craft Activity
Emoji Bookmarks
You will need:
 Yellow paper
 Glue
 Pens

 Scissors
 Some coloured paper
 Cup/glass to draw round

The instructions are in this video: https://www.redtedart.com/easy-emojibookmarks-diy/

To think about
Which emojis could represent the two brothers in the story?

Craft Activity
Beaded cross
You will need:
 Wool/string
 Beads
 Scissors

 Glue dots (optional, but makes
it easier!)

The instructions are on this website: https://www.catholicicing.com/how-tobead-a-cross-fun-christian-craft/

Outdoor Activity Suggestions
What’s the time Mr Wolf
One person is the ‘wolf’ and they stand on one side of the space with their
back to everyone else.
At the other side of the space everyone gathers and shouts, ‘What’s the time
Mr Wolf?’ The ‘wolf’ shouts a time. Everyone has to follow the instruction
and take the number of steps to match the time given. For example, the
‘wolf’ says, ‘Three o’clock.’ Everyone takes three steps towards the ‘wolf’.
The first person to reach the ‘wolf’ taps them on their back and the ‘wolf’
chases everyone back to the starting line. If someone is caught they have to
be the ‘wolf’ for the next round.
You can make it harder by giving instructions as to how the steps should be
taken – giant steps, hops, frog jumps, baby steps etc.

Building Block Challenge
In the Bible God gave Noah instructions to build an ark. Noah listened to
what God asked him to do and he did it. (You can read this story in Genesis
chapters 6, 7 and 8.) Can you follow Noah’s example and build an ark?

Song
Who I am
Ask the person who is looking after you today to let you sing along to this
song on the computer. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mIdP6dGpAVY

Prayer
Father God,
I am sorry that sometimes I don’t do what I am asked to do.
Help me to listen to the things you ask me to do by reading the Bible.
You ask us to get to know you better and to be loving and kind to other
people. Help me to do these things.
Amen.
(Amen just means ‘I agree’ in the language that Jesus spoke.)

Puzzle
Can you spot the 10 differences between the two brothers?

Longer hair; freckles; different smile; dark collar; plain sleeve; black button; stripes on trousers; shoe lace; no pattern on shoe; black soles of shoes.

